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§lo Introduction

Results

Let HP00 (resp. Q°°) be the infinite dimensional quaternionic projective space
(resp. the infinite dimensional quarternionic quasi-projective space). Throughout this note all homology groups have integer coefficients unless explicitly stated.
In this paper we study the natural homomorphism from {X, Y} to Hom(H*(X),
H*(Y)) when 7 is HP" or Q°°5 where {X, Y} means the based homotopy set of
stable maps from Xto Y. In [6], we determined the image of induced homomorphisms from {^nHP°°, HP~} to Hom(H*(HP~), H*(HP°°)).
In case of Q°°, there was a mistake. This mistake was pointed by H. Oshima: the diagram (I) in page 975 in [6] is not commutative. He also proved a
corrected theorem by modifying the elements a(n+s—l) t2>l(n—l)s &ndf'(n,s) in
[6] so that the diagram (I) commutes. Here we shall give a slightly different
statement with him. On the other hand by similar methods in [6], in Theorem 2
we construct various stable maps between projective spaces so that the homology homomorphisms induced by those stable maps give the basis of the
image from stable maps to their induced homology homomorphisms. Moreover
this method can be extended to cases that the source spaces of stable maps
satisfy certain conditions. (See Theorem 1).
I thank very much H. Oshima for giving me a chance of reconsidering
about stable maps between projective spaces, and M. Imaoka for valuable conversation with him.
Now we shall give the construction. Let [X, Y] be the based homotopy set
and {X, Y} the based stable homotopy set. We denote the reduced AT0*-theory
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of X by KO*(X). Throughout this paper assume that X is a finite complex.
However this assumption is not essential. If X is connected, then KO\X)^
[X, Sp] and KO\X) s* [X, BSp], where Sp is the infinite dimensional symplectic
group and BSp is its classifying space. By James splitting 6 [3] or BeckerSegal splitting r [1] [8] (See also [2]), there exist correspondences;
: KO\X) « [X, Sp] -> [X, n-S-Q-] « {JT, Q00} ,
and

[AT, BSp]

[X, tl-Z-HP00] a {JT, UP00} .

Let A: {X, Y}-*Hom(H*(X), H*(Y)) be the canonical homomorphism obtained
by taking the homology induced homomorphisms of stable maps. We denote
the composition ho$(X) (resp. hoi/r(XJ) by 0(X) (resp. W(X}\ Then we have;
Theorem 1. Ler X be a connected finite complex.
1) ,4m/w£? fAaf KO\X) is free and that H^'\X) is free for all k^l. Let {e{}
be a basis of KO\X). Then the image ofh: {X, Q°°}-*Hom(H*(X), #*(Q")) is
a free abelian group generated by {^(X) (e{)}^.
2) Assume that KO\X) is free and that H4k(X) is free for all k^l. Let {w{} be
a basis of KO\X), Then the image ofh: {X9 HP°°}-*Hom(H*(X), H*(HP°°))
is a free abelian group generated by {^(X) (w,-)*}.
Remark. The above theorem can be applied for the complex case after
slight modifications. However we leave it to readers. For the cases in HP00
and CP°°, the above theorem is essentially proved in [4].
Now recall that
KO*(HP™-1} « KO*(S°) [x]/(xm) ,

and
KO*(Qm} <* KO*(SQ) {Xl9 x2, -., xm} ,
where xs corresponds to x3'1 under the Thorn isomorphism:
KO*+3(Qm). Let a{ be the standard generator of KO~4i(S°). Let «^0 and
We denote ^(5)4« HP") (an+s-i **) bY f(*> ^)e {2 4n HP m , HP00 and
4
« QT) (an+s_, *,) by g(n, j)e {S4w Qm, Q°°}5 where a M+s _ x ^eJTO4(24« JJP«)
and ««+,_! xs e^03(S4" Qw). Similarly we define r(/i, j) e {24«+1 Qm5 ^P00} and
m
, Q00} by ^(24W+1 Q-) (a^,^ jc.) and t(&»+* HPm) (an+s xs)
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respectively. Note that by construction /(/?, s), g(n, s), t(n, s) and u(n, s) factor
through the obvious stunted spaces; for example f(n, s) comes through the
stunted quaternionic projective space 24w HP?.
Also recall that

A, -}, dim fit = 4i ,
« Z{ri, r2, •••}, dim r,-=4/-l ,
here n and /£,- are the standard generators.
Theorem 2. Let n ^ 0 owd m^s^l. Then,
(1) Image ¥(%*n HPm) is a free abelian group generated by {/(«,
andf(n, s)* is determined by

(2) /wage <Z)(S4" Qm) is a free abelian group generated by {g(n, 5)*}mSsSl, and
g(n, J)HS is determined by
8(n, J)*(r») =

fl(/i+J-l);~-(2j-l)!

M(Ar, s) rtt+k -

(2/c— ij!

(3) Image ^(24w+1 Qm) w a/ree abelian group generated by {t(n, s)*}m^s^l9 and
tin, s)% is determined by
*(n, J)* (r*) = g(/i+^l)(4) Image ® (%*n+3 HPm) is a free abelian group generated by {u(n,
and u(n, s)% is determined by
u(n, *)*(/?*) = a ( n + s ) . ( 2

S

) \ M(k, s) r .

Here we used the following convention;
a(i)= 1 if / is even and =2 if / is odd, and integers M(k, s) are defined by
i&- (2s) I

, s) z*k .

For the properties of the number M(k, s), see [9].
Remark 1. (2) in the above theorem is the corrected one of Theorem 3
of [6].
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Remark 2. By the naturality of construction those maps f(n, s), g(n, s),
t(n, s) and u(n, s) are compatible with respect to m,
Remark 3. f(n, s), g(n, s), t(n, s) and u(n, s) give the generators of the free
part of nln+4S(HP°°), ^-Ms-iCQ00), 7uln+4s(HP°°) and 7rI w+4s+3 (Q 00 ) respectively.
Because M(s, s)=l and those stable maps factors through the obvious stunted
spaces.
For convenience we abbreviate lim/(2, 1) by/: ^HP^-^HP00, Urn g(2, 1)
by g: ^Q^-^Q00 and lim t(Q, 1) by t: ZQ^-^HP00.

For later use, we cite;

m

Proposition 3. There exist stable maps f: 'S?HP°°-*HP°°, g: 28Q~-»
and t: 2Q°°^HP°° such that
(1)
(2)

(3) t*(rt) = kpk.
Our next result is
Theorem 4.
(1) KO\X) -

The following diagrams are commutative ;
Botnso.

\W(X)
f

Hom(H#(X),ff*(HPmy)
(2) K03(X) -

Hom(H*(X\ H*

Botnso.

Hom(H*(X}, Ht(Q~y) -

(3)

-^

Horn (H*(X),

KO\X)
\<D(X)
^

Hom(H*(X\ H*(Q")) -

Horn (H*(X\ Ht+1(HP')) ,

where f$, g# and t% are induced byf%, g% and t* respectively.
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Then,

g(n+2, 5)* = g*°£(w» •*
'*°£(«, •*)* = * fa •*)* >

Let 77: n-*^00^00^ be the natural inclusion. The following Lemma probably well-known. However I have not seen it in the literature.
Lemma 2.1. Let X be a connected CW. Let {a{} be a homogeneous basis
ofH*(X; Q). Then H*(Cl~'S,00X; Q) is the free commutative associative algebra
generated by {??*af-} ; that is,

Proof. According to [Appendix; 5], H^Q^^X', Q) is a free commutative
associative algebra generated by the image of the rational Hurewicz homomorphism h: n^ti^^X; ©)->/f^(^005:oolr; Q). Now consider the following commutative diagram ;

h

where a is the homology suspension and 2 is the canonical isomorphism. Thus
we see from the above diagram that a induces an isomorphism H^&^^Xi Q)/
(decomposables)^//*^; Q). Since a(h2,~l h~l ai—7j^.ai)=0, ^^ai=h^~1 h'1 a{
mod kernel a. Since kernel cr^decomposabJes and {AX"1 h~l a{} are generators
as algebra of H*(Q°°yX\ Q), {y^} gives also generators as algebra of
-JT; Q).
q.e.d.
Lemma 2e20 Let X be a connected finite complex and h be the canonical
homomorphism as cited in Theorem L Then
(1) Image ofh = Image of0(X) .
(2) Image ofh = Image of W(X) .
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Proof. We shall prove (1). The proof of (2) is similar and easier than
the proof of (1). So we omit the proof of (2). Let /e {X, Q00} . Then it is
enough to show that
f*(x) = (o°0**r*°(adjf)*)(x)

for any xGH*(X) ,

where a: H^^^Q^-^H^Q00) is the homology suspension, ?: fl-S-Q8''-*
Sp is the canonical extension of the reflection map [3] r: Q°°-*Sp and (adj /):
Ar-*flrS08Q00 is the adjoint map of/. Since H*(Q°°) is torsion free, it is enough
to show with rational coefficients. Then from Lemma 2.1 we have
(«#/)*(*) = ?*(/*(*))+ 2tf*(O—?*(O>

where a^H^Q00; Q) and multiplications are taken in H^^^Q00; Q). Then
(x)

2
=/*(*)+ 2
=/*(*)•
Because, the second and third equation follow from the 0oro7]=0or=7] [3] and
that ao7]*=id. and that ?*: ^(n^'Q00 ; Q)-*H*(Sp; Q) is a ring homomorphism. The last equation follows from that ao0% is equal to (a^' 0)% under
S°°-isomorphism and that (adj 6)* gives the homological decomposition of
H*(Sp) [21
q.e.d.
Recall that H#(BSp) is a free abelian group generated by ft*9 where R is the
usual exponent sequence of non negative integers which are almost all but finite
zero. The sequence Ai means the sequence of which all entries except the j'-th
are zero and the i-th entry is 1. Let {PR}, PR<=H* (BSp), be the dual basis of
{PR}. Note that Pn^ is the usual w-th Pontrjagin class pn^H4n (BSp). It
should be remembered that the Pontrjagin character ph of a symplectic bundle
£ is given by

We denote the Kronecker pairing by < , >. Then,
Lemma 2.3. Let X be a finite complex.
(1) Let£s=KO\X)andx&Htn(X).

Then
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Then,

where lZz^H4n(X) and 2Ce^O4(Z) are the suspensions of z and C.
Proof. (1) is easy. We shall prove (2). We use the same letter for the
corresponding map, C". X—*Sp, to an element of £E^KO\X).
Consider the following commutative diagram;

H*(Q")
*W(0*/X
H*(X)

\

(«&'*)*
*>H*(SP)

u
Let 0(X)(C)(z)=^Tn'

Then C*(z)=^rn+decomposables in H*(Sp).
.

Since <o(ru),P^=l,

Thus,

* = <(SC)*(S*), /O =
q-e.d.

o/ Theorem 1. Take an element fe^O3(^)8 Let 5e^O4(2Z) be
the element which corresponds to f . Let x^H^^X) be an arbitrary element.
Let 0(^0 (£)(*)= -Jr.. Then by Lemma 2.3 ^=<S^, ^(5)>3 where pn is the
«-th Pontrjagin class of d. So if 0(X) (f )=0, this implies that for any element
*, <2x, pn(8y>=0. Since jEf4*'1^) is free for all fc^l, this means that for all
n^l,pH(d)=Q. Since KO\X) is free, this implies d=Q, that is, f-0. Therefore
0(X) is monic. Since by Lemma 2.2 ®(X) is onto, this completes the proof of
Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 2. The proof of (1) is easy. We shall prove (2). Note
that [S4w Qm, Sp]^[Z*n+1 Qm, BSp]^KO3~4n(Qm), Let g'(n, s): %4n+1 Qm-*BSp
be the map which corresponds to an+s_1 ^se^O3~4w(Qm). Then the stable map
g(n, s) is represented by the following composite;

From Theorem 1 and its proof, all we have to do is :
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= a(n+s- 1)

~

(2r- 1) I M(k, s) (By Theorem 2. 1 [7]) .

Thus we have the desired result.
Similarly (3) and (4) are proved. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 4. We shall prove (1). Let £^KO\X) and XG.HJJC).
We denote the Bott map : "S?BSp-*BSp by B. Then it is enough to show that
to) =
L.H.S. = /*«*, /"»(£)> flj (By Lemma 2.3)

(By Proposition 3) .

_ (2^+4) !

-~~~

2

= L.H.S.
The proofs of (2) and (3) are similar. We omit them.
§3o Remarks and Problems
As we cited, there exists a complex version of theorems in §1. In this
section we shall give some remarks about the commutativity with the complex
version. Let c: KO*(X)->K*(X) be the complexification map. Let h: HP00
->CP°° be the stable map which corresponds to c(x)^K\HP°°). Then;
Proposition 3d,

where d{ is the standard generator of H2i(CP°°).

Moreover the following diagram
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commutes',
KO\X)

K\X)

W(X)
——^

> Hom(H*(X), L

Proof of the proposition is easy. So we omit it. It is not clear that the
map h coincides to the Becker-Gottlieb transfer of the S2 bundle
Finally I would like to give rise to a problem;
In the complex case the corresponding map to the complex Bott map
BU can be realized as an unstable map ^CP^-^^CP00, It seems plausible
that the stable maps/: ^HP^-^HP00 and g: S8^00-^00 can be realized as
unstable maps S9flP°°->SJI.P~ and ^Q00-^©00, respectively.
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